ABSTRACT:

Dynamic configuration is the virtual applications and the innovation which create a wide range of sustainable buildings and spaces. In the virtual world, the conventional fourth dimension (time) is substituted by the element of movement (both physical and mental). Although the fourth dimension was known long ago since the medieval times, it was only studied in the nineteenth-century mathematically. If we look at the social context, we explore the biographies and works of the main characters in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, one shall notice that ethics and religion merely affected the study of the fourth dimension.

The liability issue is that green architecture or sustainability was described in the form of micro-climate environmental concepts; disregarding the other features, particularly that relate to Dynamic Configuration (4th dimension) which could affect the form of architecture to achieve sustainability.

Thus, the paper aims to concentrate on these features and bring its variable items as a type of application from contemporary architecture to be considered as an unlimited datum of ecological resilience.

The paper methodology is a descriptive and analytical method which used to prove that this sort of building was planned for an ecological model to fulfil the necessities for sustainability.

Finally, the paper resulted in: time and space have a strong relationship where motion in architecture expressed the time factor, and a fourth dimension ‘Time’ became part of architectural design which can improve the sustainability and affect building innovation to put creative forms and designs while respecting the surround environments.
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INTRODUCTION

Architecture usually integrates development and technology with traditions while adjusting to new materials and systems of fabrication. All the time, architecture is the intermediation between system, the image, and the scene that culture presents at each moment. (Marques & Loureiro, 2013)

Sustainable design is an integration of architecture with other engineering departments. At the same time, it worries about the aesthetics of principles of architecture design, (proportion, scale, texture, shadow, and light, massing) the design team should concentrate on long-term costs: ecological, economic, and human.

**Sustainable Development** depends on examples of creation and utilization that can be sought after into the future without corrupting the human or nature. It is a form of resource that intends to address human issues while conserving the environment. So, these requirements can meet both the present and the future. (Marques & Loureiro, 2013)

The sustainable development’s argument depends on the hypothesis that social orders need to achieve three kinds of capital (economic, social, and natural), which might be non-identical, and its use may be irreversible. Although the integration of economic, social, and natural capital exists, natural capital is the most important.

**Environmental Sustainability** is a way to ensure that recent techniques of dealing with the environment are linked to the preservation of the native nature.

To fulfill the contemporary ethos, building materials ought to be developed in an ecologically friendly way, consequently affecting the characteristics of the surrounding urban environment; fulfilling the requests for sustainable power hotspots needed for warming, cooling, water, lighting, and management.

At the present time, the form of buildings must fulfill the call of sustainability. The architecture with its stress on sustainability is rarely devoted to more subdivision of exterior and interior spaces through putting simulated devices on building facade, for example, solar panel, wind turbine, and novel architectural envelope elements.
The question is: will this sort of building devices planned for the ecological model fulfill the necessities for sustainability? Or is it fulfill the needs for ecoefficiency?

Recently, architects are opposed by a further difficult challenge from the environment: climatic change. There is a cumulative concern in the innovative technique of creating an architectural envelope or facade. It inspires and motivates research on the analysis of the morphogenetic process between forms and dynamic forces of the environment. It also proposes that the architectural design combining the matters of ‘nature’ (e.g. Airflow, Light, and Heat) in a reproductive way, may cause a more receptive form to the environment. (Chiarella, 2004)

So, liability issues concentrate on aspects and factors relating to the design, structure, manufacturing, and examination of systems and materials in order to stimulate comprehensive proficient design standards, thorough understanding of building lateral envelope design methods and construction systems since they are a serious aspect of architectural training. When building lateral envelope problems arise. (Squires & Heurkens, 2016)

1. THE HISTORIC BACKGROUND FOR 4TH DIMENSION

Understanding architecture means being able to deal with periods of rigid spatial language, such as the Renaissance and Romanesque. Romanesque architecture was the first phase after the renaissance, when European civilization pushed in harmony towards the renovation of architecture. Romanesque architecture was a totally organic revolution, producing something totally. Two features characterized Romanesque architecture: the integration of all elements of a building; and metrical space. With the first, architecture stopped functioning in terms of surface area and articulated itself in terms of structure. Strategic management focuses away from the skin to the bone skeleton. The slow and incremental concentration of thrusts and resistance; the decrease in wall thickness; the final removal of the triumphal arch that obstructed the church’s unity; the absence of the atrium and the consequent increase in focus to the façades, which now reflected the articulation of interior space in two dimensions. The body had become a motivated organism of its wholeness and circulation, and it had started to move. The Romanesque cathedrals of France, England, Spain, and all of Europe, the psychological stimulation that now directed a man’s walk, while a building was much more dynamic than just a one-sided declaration of direction, as before. Fig (1) (Youssef, 2015).

The Baroque period was followed by the Neo-Classic period and by 19th century Eclecticism with its numerous revivals. From the point of view of interior space, the 19th century offered variations in taste and new conception. The principal building themes of the late 19th century, and the beginning of the 20th century, represented a total variety in inner space according to the site criteria that allow the designer to innovate. So the shape of the site and the site constraints produced the dynamic form as shown in Edgar Kaufmann house ‘Falling water’ designed by Frank Lloyd Wright, Fig (2) as a stream runs under the house and the stratified stone walls appear to grow from the landscape as they support cantilevered balconies. It seems that Part of wright’s genius was to place the house a top of waterfalls rather than situating it on adjacent ground with views to the falling waters. Wright had set out to break the box
while at work in Oak Park Forty years earlier. In this plan, the service spaces are more enclosed to the rear, while the living spaces in front to break out dramatically onto the landscape. So Wright in his design didn’t cut time as his design matches the time flow and appreciate it in elevations and plans, he used the dynamic design in plans by designing a small rectangular module represented by the stairs and duplicate it and move by it in an untraditional way to form such convenient plan to the site, also he accepted the presence of the water flow in the elevations which is actually dynamic and used the site row materials but after reshaping the stones which means pass of time to produce refine form of them. (Fox, 2016)

---

Fig (1): Romanesque Architecture, Italy - S. Ambrogio, Milan, Italy
Fig (2): Edgar Kaufmann house ‘Falling water’ designed by Frank Lloyd Wright

“Source” (Photograph of Basilica of St. Ambrogio, n.d.; Youssef, 2015)

1. THE DYNAMIC ARCHITECTURE (4TH DIMENSION)

Regardless of the design process, Architecture is experienced through the senses, which consequently offers rise to acoustic, visual, smell, and physical architecture. As users move through a space, architecture is considered a time sequence. Despite the fact that architecture is considered to be a visual skill, the other senses have a great role in describing both natural and built environments. Our behaves towards the senses depend on culture.

The design process and the sensory experience of a space are different perspectives, each one has its own language and expectations. (Henderson, 2009)

Mainly the visual sense helps in redefine the techniques of construction which deal with the building forms as “The 4th Dimension”. The idea of the fourth dimension in architecture contains three basic roles seem to treat directly with sustainability as follows.

1. The visionary of the building.
2. The static movement of the building. (The geometric access)
3. The kinetic movement of the building.

3. SUSTAINABILITY BY THE 4TH DIMENSION

We can express the relation between the fourth dimension which represent the architecture morphology and sustainability which is the call of the era through three main relations between the building lateral envelope and the environments which are as follows:
3.1 The Visionary of The Building

The move inside and outside – between the building and the urban context is considered to be a 4th dimension feature as it is considered to be a motion no matter what happened with the body or eye. To achieve this movement, the building envelop has to involve certain aspects to achieve transparency. (Premier, 2012)

Unluckily, the modern architecture has used the fully glazed lateral envelop with no windows as the buildings were fitted out with air-conditioning, but the weather in these primary glass buildings was inadequately well known. Shades and thermal insulation appear technical troubles where the glass could not get over at that time producing what is called “sick building syndrome” getting from using air conditioning. So, the result was the need to A new concept for building lateral envelop which tries to attain an intelligent integration of all features of thermal insulation, shading devices, natural lighting, and natural ventilation to a maximum level more than the past. To achieve this, new, special glass types have saved glass a high status as a material. The innovator in these innovations was always architects, who discovered new ways and used the defects to declare new demands.

Recently, the Building envelop plays an important role in such part. It became a screen, pure membrane. However, the exterior skin and its elements have become the essential focus of analysis. As the more technical supplies increase, the more complex challenging and insulation rules gradually become firm, almost every outside skin become a multi-layered structure which its faces hardly give us any vision into the inside life of the building. (ibid.)

To establish the physical presence of a building, one of its elements has to be sustainably low-energy idea such as the outer surface, beginning with simple sliding and folding shutters or with the flexible movable louvers in multi-layered glass lateral envelop fitted out with plenty of manoeuvres for glare and shading protection, light refraction, heat—and energy gain.

Another solution is the outer skin to be made from new sustainable materials as in the Cyber Texture Egg Building (Mumbai, India) figure (3). Designed by James Law, Cyber texture International, and engineer, the “egg” houses 33,000 m² of staff space in 13 levels, attaining this using around 15 percent less area than a conservative building of the same size. The building supports floor without the need for frustrating columns.

Architect James Law created the term ‘Cyber-texture’ to recognize the merger of architecture, ecological design, advanced engineering, and smart systems needed to fulfil user’s needs and create a new urban environment.

The Egg is full of inventions concentrated on ecological sustainability. Its design permits the best use of natural light, producing energy needed that is lower than average. The Egg has photovoltaic panels on its envelop and wind turbines on the top floor, that provides it with another electrical supply and makes itself sustainable. The rooftop is also characterized by an additional element: a natural raised garden that helps cooling the structure, gives oxygen, and provides accommodations to the users who need a rest. The building attains sustainability and energy efficiency through its passive solar design, the inclusion of a raised garden which helps in refreshment of
the interior through thermalization, use of photovoltaic panels and wind turbines on the top roof, and the capability to recycle collage. (Miles, Berens, Eppli, & Weiss, 2015).

3.2 The Static Movement of The Building (The Geometric Access)

The 4th dimension according to visualizing “4d hypercube” connectivity means the transfer of a cube in the direction (to us unimaginable) of the 4th dimension. This movement is extended to a distance equal to one side of the cube and its direction is perpendicular to all our 3-dimensions as each of these 3 is perpendicular to the others. The shape contains an unlimited number of finite 3-spaces (cubes) and is surrounded by 8 cubes, 24 squares, 32 lines and 16 points (vertices). (Chiarella, 2004)

In this way, if the form concerns more than 8 vertices, as this theory deals with the 8 vertices as 3d. The motion of any part of a solid means shaping it and in this concept the mirror seems to reflect the same cube so it causes multi-vertices cube so it may change the 3d to 4d. (Henderson, 2009) Figure (4)

At the present time, the existence of computer-aided programs within hi-technology that improve the skill of architects, the principles of sustainability have been achieved in most buildings within the 4th dimension in contemporary architecture. Since the 4th dimension movement happens during the design process, so, we can consider it resulting from the computer-aided programs, or to a definite movement in architecture, as follows:

- Adapting or modifying regular forms.
- Irregular forms (Deconstruction).
3.2.1 Editing or adapting regular forms

Any building in a form of a cube or mainly an eight vertices form; when this shape is modified or edited in form of addition or subtraction or stretched or copied, this could be considered as the 4th dimension application. Figure 5 (A, B)

Also, this change could allow the resilience form which propagates within the surrounding nature in a sustainable manner. (Zhang, 2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subtraction</th>
<th>Copy – Mirror</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Circle by AM project China</td>
<td>Dubai towers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure (5 A): Editing and adapting the regular mass of building “Source” (Photograph of Guangzhou Circle by AM Project, 2021)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stretch</th>
<th>Addition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Henan Art Centre in Zhengzhou, capital city of Central China's</td>
<td>Crown Plaza Dubai Festival City</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure (5 B): Editing and adapting the regular mass of building “source” (Photograph of Henan Art centre, Zhengzhou, 2021)

3.2.2 Irregular forms (Deconstruction)

Deconstruction in architecture, also called De-constructivism, is an improvement of Postmodern Architecture that began in the late 1980s. It is categorized by concepts of disintegration, irregular processes of design, an attention in handling concepts of a lateral envelope or skin, which help in mislead and displace the architecture elements in the lateral envelope. The final visual appearance of buildings that display many deconstructivism "styles" is categorized as a motivating unexpected disorder. (Kinayoğlu, 2007).

De-constructivist buildings, with their illogical designs, may enrich the microclimate in a way developing their unique forms giving them a functional dimension. Using microclimate criteria, Deconstruction forms could enrich the residents’ comfort. De-constructivists have to put into confederation the adaptation of their designs with
climatic state to add value to their thoughts. Figure(6) (Chesbrough & Prencipe, 2008).

![Image](UFA - Cinema Center and Heydar Aliyev Center / Zaha Hadid Architects)

**Figure (6): Deconstruction forms**

“Source” (Photograph of UFA Cinema Centre, 2021)

### 3.3 The Kinetic Movement of The Building

The kinetic movement means the actual movement that has been recently seen in the architecture, as it moves totally by itself or partially with the movement of some of its elements.

#### 3.3.1 The partially movement

Architecture can be designed to be modified in certain techniques. Instead of bearing or frustrating uncontrolled changes in buildings caused by ordinary or anthropological effects, some architects are looking for using these effects as a formal component in their designs. Recently, more designs have been done on so called adaptive building facades, which in the best situation, are able to react to their adjacent environments in a way relatively unlike previous structures. Depending on their design, smart systems, and their passive and active components, they have the ability to react reversibly to their environment for a long period of time. This mission needs materials and tools with reversible properties called Changeable materials. (Premier, 2012)

The determining constraints related to architecture that can be designed as changeable parameters include: Shape, Color (appearance), Sound (noise), and Odor (scent). For many reasons, it may be useful for the shape of a part or the whole of a building to have the ability of being changed or changing itself. So called transformable roofs, i.e., folding roofs or with sections that slide over one another, and consisting of rigid or flexible surface. (ibid.)

The Kolding Campus, University of Southern Denmark is an exact green building that automatically opens and closes groups of shades on its southern façade. The “intelligent” system trails the quantity of sunlight entering the windows and takes into account the time of day and season. Also, the building has solar units on its top roof that produce 25 kW of power. (Figure 7) (Yerzhanov, Lapin & Aldakhov, 2019)

The Kolding Campus, University of Southern Denmark Building is an innovative construction embracing recycled things, renewable energy, and solar power, reflecting the University of Newcastle’s guarantee to the surroundings.
3.3.2 The total movement of the building:

Buildings today need to be energy efficient and sustainable within their contextual environments. This aim has been fulfilled by means of some applications could be added to the building to gain energy or reduce energy, but lately it has been sounded that the building itself could be the source of energy by its movement as we can see in the twisting design of Cayan Tower of Dubai (figure 8). Designed by Skidmore, Owings and Merrill SOM architectural group. (Wanick, 2019)

The tower was completed by rotating each floor 1.2 degrees around a cylindrical elevator and service core leading to a unique and ever developing structure that introduces a fourth dimension to architecture.

Cayan Tower's apartments are designed with reconstructed wooden floors, Chinese artificial marble counter tops, and kitchen fittings. The tower also contains a five-story parking garage behind it. The Cayan Tower has house bankrolling options available for those users who desire to lease out their weekend or holiday flat. The tower’s rooms are designed in such a way that they wouldn't be affected by direct sunlight due to titanium-colored metal panels on pre-casting concrete columns supported with repetitive staggered screen to stop entering sunlight inside the building which disturb the residents of the unit. The lack of balconies helps with the feeling of enclosure and passive solar shading.
The other building is the capital tower of Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates designed by RMJM. The building has a (diagonal grid) specially designed to absorb and control the forces produced by wind and earthquakes loading, as well as the grade of Capital Gate. Capital Gate is one of only a trickle of diagonal grid buildings in the world.

The Capital Gate project could attain its inclination through an engineering system, known as pre-cambering, that allows floor plates to be loaded vertically up to the 12th floor and flabbergasted, one over another, between 300 to 1,400 millimeters. The gravitational pressure caused by the 18° inclination is countered by the Pre-cambering, using a core of reinforced concrete with steel, with the core intentionally built slightly off-center. It is also fixed to the ground by 490 piles which are penetrated 20 to 30 meters underground. (Petersen, 2013).

Capital Gate was designed by architectural company RMJM and was finished in 2011. The tower contains 16,000 square meters of workplace space and a Hotel from 18 floors to 33 floors.

4. RESULTS

- The twentieth century, many attractive designs have focused on the concepts of Time as a way of developing an innovative architecture.
- From the cases described in the paper, we can see that architectural design is often connected to the future. Where time is the key point, the idea that time makes the design more innovative every time the designer makes his design.
- The paper shows that the contemporary architecture is an architecture that could tell its own story and its surroundings.
- The paper aims to re-join with human understanding of time and understanding space by establishing a relationship between them that affects the building innovation and the environment in general.
- Architects can fulfill their interest to put creative forms and designs while respecting the surround environments.
- Human beings don't have a pollution problem; they have a design problem. If humans were to devise products, tools, furniture, homes, factories, and cities more intelligently from the start, they wouldn't even need to think in terms of waste, or contamination, or scarcity. So, Good design would allow for abundance, endless reuse, and pleasure.
- The idea of sustainability, or ecological design, is to ensure that our use of presently available resources does not end up having detrimental effects to our collective well-being or making it impossible to obtain resources for other applications in the long run.

5. CONCLUSIONS

- Today the world is threatened by Climatic Changes, the Global Financial Disasters, and main social trials. The technique we design and redesign our buildings makes a change: It can be part of the problem or part of the solution!
- Sustainable design seeks to minimize the negative environmental impact of buildings by efficiency and moderation in the use of materials, energy, development space and the ecosystem at large.
innovative ideas are necessary. Such ideas in architecture do share to the whole improvement and encourage improvement. Architectural designs are gradually developing techniques and included well-matched elements which widely affect the design forms and shapes.

- The fourth dimension ‘Time’ become part of architectural design which can, from sensitive usage, improve the sustainability of the built surroundings. Three main features of the 4th dimension can cooperate with surrounding environment resulting in sustainability. These attributes are:

  - The transparency of the building.
  - The static movement of the building (The geometric access):
    - Editing or adapting the regular forms.
    - Irregular forms. (Deconstruction).
  - The kinetic movement of the building:
    - The Partially Movement.
    - The totally movement of the building.

- Novel architectural designs have to be enhanced by careful care to ecological features since it becomes undesirable to deal with architecture individually from its environment. Choice and description of a well-matched element and related component techniques are necessary in the design process.

- The paper looked at the movement of architecture across different documents dealing with the relationship between time, shape, and materials. It has been shown that several factors are involved in the expression of architectural movement. The reasoning behind the methodology proposed for categorizing movement is to concentrate on the sensational movements that are inspired by being present in space. This means that motion in architecture express the time factor

- has played a strong significant role in architectural philosophy as the vital and complicated logical part of architecture.
Table 1: The Effect of Time and Form on Architecture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MAIN FEATURES OF 4TH DIMENSION (TIME)</th>
<th>THE EFFECT OF FORM</th>
<th>Sustainable Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visionary of buildings</td>
<td>Outer skin of the building</td>
<td>provides a sheltered environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static movement of the building</td>
<td>Inside the building</td>
<td>Sustainable environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irregular forms</td>
<td>subtraction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>addition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mirror</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stretch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irregular forms</td>
<td>Deconstruction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partially movement</td>
<td>façade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totally movement</td>
<td>The whole body of the building</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: the researcher

* Recommendations for Future Researches:
Architects Have to Introduce Future Researches in This Field Which Illustrate the Following.

- What is the relationship between architecture and nature?
- How does the environment affect architecture?
- Flexible architecture can be lifesaving, providing an immediate solution for various styles of buildings. As the idea of flexibility in architecture is often useful.
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